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step for machine learning∗
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Abstract
Data labelling is a pre-processing step to pre-
pare data for machine learning. There are ma-
ny ways to collect and prepare this data, but
these are usually associated with a greater ef-
fort. This paper presents an approach to semi-
automated image data labelling using April-
Tags. The AprilTags attached to the object,
which contain a unique ID, make it possi-
ble to link the object surfaces to a particu-
lar class. This approach will be implemen-
ted and used to label data of a stackable box.
The data is evaluated by training a You Only
Look Once (YOLO) net, with a subsequent
evaluation of the detection results. These re-
sults show that the semi-automatically col-
lected and labelled data can certainly be used
for machine learning. However, if concise fea-
tures of an object surface are covered by the
AprilTag, there is a risk that the concerned
class will not be recognized. It can be ass-
umed that the labelled data can not only be
used for YOLO, but also for other machine
learning approaches.
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1 Introduction
Data labelling is a pre-processing step for the
preparation of training data to train a neural
network. The compilation of labelled image
data is a time-consuming activity. The main
reason for this is the need for a larger data-
set consisting of many image data with cor-
responding labels. For each image, the requi-
red label information must be recorded, such
as the position of the object(s). The format-
ting and storing of the label information de-
pends on the later used framework for ma-
chine learning.
Many datasets can be found on the Internet.
Some of them have been created automati-
cally and therefore contain potentially incor-
rect information. The dataset may have to be
formatted accordingly to the used framework
understands it. But if it is a special object, the
dataset itself must be created. In the context
of a project at the university, for example,
stackable boxes and the visible sides must be
detected and classified. There is no suitable
dataset for these stackable boxes on the In-
ternet.
If a dataset needs to be created where the ob-
ject has essentially no optical variation, this
can be done with a single physically availa-
ble object. In this case, the preparation of
the object, for example with AprilTags, is not
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a work-intensive task. The AprilTags, which
will be explained later, can be detected using
basic image processing techniques. If they
are attached to an object, it is possible to link
the object surfaces to a particular class. Thus
objects that have such a marker can be loca-
lized and classified relatively easy. This ap-
proach enables the creation of datasets wi-
thout the need for time-consuming manual
input. With the help of camera calibration,
additional information such as a 3D pose and
the distance to the camera can be estimated.

1.1 Motivation and Objectives
As previously mentioned, AprilTags can form
the basis to create a dataset. If it is well do-
ne, it will not matter if it is a stackable box
or another object. The aim of this work is
to develop a tool for creating a training da-
taset using AprilTags. So that the first step
to machine learning can be completed as ea-
sy as possible. The tool should support the
connection of Microsoft Kinect and Intel Re-
alsense, but should also be easily expandable
by further camera types. Through a dynamic
configuration it is possible to set marker ID
related classes as needed, so that the tool can
be used as flexibly as possible. After confi-
guration and preparation, the object can be
recorded via a user interface and stored in a
simple and framework-independent format.
The subsequent evaluation of the generated
data will be performed for the previously men-
tioned university project scenario. The ge-
nerated dataset trough the tool will be used
for YOLO training. This will proof whether
the dataset is usable for this task and whe-
ther YOLO itself can be trained. However,
the prerequisite for this is that the data record
is converted to the appropriate format.
The general aim is that the tool will support
future projects in creating a machine learning
solution.

1.2 Structure of the Paper
At the beginning of this paper the state of the
art will be discussed. This includes techno-
logies which were used for this project and
one project which also dealing with semi-

automated data labelling. Subsequently, the
solution approach of labelling with AprilTags
is explained. This includes the basic idea and
process of labelling, on which a tool was im-
plemented.
Then the result is validated in practice by
training an object detection framework with
the generated dataset. Finally, a conclusion is
given based on the findings.

2 State of the art
This section explains the used technologies
which already exists. Afterwards related pa-
pers with almost the same aim but another
way to solve the labelling challenge are na-
med.

2.1 Used technologies
In this subsection, the important technolo-
gies which will be used are briefly presented.
This includes the aforementioned AprilTags
with the library ArUco for detection of squa-
re fiducial markers. Then the real-time object
detection system YOLO and the neural net-
work framework Darknet is explained. YO-
LO and Darknet are only briefly mentioned
here, as these technologies were only used
for evaluation reasons and are not part of the
actual project.

2.1.1 AprilTags

AprilTags are 2D barcodes developed and de-
scribed in [1] by Edwin Olson for Robotics.
At the first look they resemble the widely
used QR codes. Unlike QR codes, they do
not have more complex embedded informa-
tion, such as web addresses, but only a sin-
gle ID. Depending on the family, a certain
number of unique IDs can be used. In [1] the
authors recommended the family 36h11, the-
refore this family was used for this project.
In addition, the developed AprilTag detector
is robust against illumination variations and
occlusions and allows an exact localization
of the markers [1].
There are also markers, such as the ARTags.
But for this project the AprilTags were used
because they delivered a good detection re-
sult. Moreover, a comparison between the dif-
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ferent markers is not part of the work. In ad-
dition, the tests from [1] showed that April
markers can be detected from a greater di-
stance and at a greater angle to the camera.
However, the configuration and use of ArU-
co allows many more markers to be used in
this project, if they are supported by ArUco
library.

2.2 ArUco
ArUco Marker and the detection library was
developed by Rafael Muñoz and Sergio Gar-
rido and described in [2]. One main point
of the project described in the paper is the
camera pose estimation under consideration
of occlusion. The development was primari-
ly focused on a solution for robotics and aug-
mented and virtual reality applications.
The markers of ArUco look very similar to
the AprilTags and also contain only a single
ID. More interesting for this project is the li-
brary of ArUco, which can detect different
square fiducial markers [2]. This includes the
whole palette of AprilTags, ARTags, ArU-
co markers and many more. In [2] the aut-
hors show, that augmented reality work with
AprilTags very well. If the marker and ob-
ject size is known, it is possible to give the
synthetic object a real size. For example, you
can specify that a object should be exactly fi-
ve centimetres high in the real world. To ma-
ke this possible it is assumed that the camera
has been calibrated beforehand.

2.2.1 You Only Look Once and
Darknet

YOLO is a real-time object detection sys-
tem developed by authors from [3]. YOLO,
unlike other detection methods, looks at the
image only once, this is where the name co-
mes from. Due to this, YOLO is the fastest
detection method, with up to 155 frames per
second, and without much loss of quality [3].
This is possible because this method follows
a different approach than the other methods.
YOLO goes “straight from image pixels to
bounding box coordinates and class probabi-
lities” [3].
Darknet is a framework for neural networks

which was developed by Joseph Redmon [3].
The author does not write a paper for Dar-
knet, but you can see on his webpage1 that it
was developed especially for YOLO. In sum-
mary this framework makes it possible to use
YOLO.

2.3 Related work
In [4], the authors Daniel Lopresti and Ge-
orge Nagy dealt with the topic of interacti-
ve labelling, classifier training, and automa-
ted labelling. There are several publications
on this approach which were referenced in
[4]. In their work, the authors have looked at
how this approach can be improved by opti-
mal data partitioning.
One system explicitly mentioned in the paper
was the Computer Aided Visual Interactive
Classification (CAVIAR) system. The idea
is, that a classifier is trained interactively and
iteratively with the help of a human opera-
tor. In [4] the procedure was explained as fol-
lows. A sequence of N patterns is manually
labelled by an operator. After the sequence,
a classifier is trained with this data and then
applied to a new and slightly larger sequence
of patterns. The operator now checks the re-
sult and makes corrections, such as removing
false positives or adding new labels to fal-
se negatives. After this sequence, the classi-
fier is retrained and the result is applied to a
new sequence. This process is repeated un-
til a certain abort criterion is met, e.g. a low
error rate.
This approach allows a fast and comfortable
training and could be extended by the func-
tionality, that the labelled data can be stored
separately and used for other models. Howe-
ver, it can be assumed that an untrained mo-
del initially requires a lot of work because
its classification is insufficient. If an already
sufficiently trained model is used, the qua-
lity can be improved relatively easy by this
approach.

3 Labelling with AprilTags
This chapter will explain the semi-automatic
labelling approach of this paper. As already

1See https://pjreddie.com/darknet/
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mentioned in chapter 2.2, a 3D pose can be
estimated from the detected markers, like in
augmented reality. If there is also a definition
of the ID and class relation as well as the si-
ze proportions, then the required information
for semi-automatic labelling is given.
The labelling process basically consists of fo-
ur steps. Each frame reads in the first step
passes through the entire process as long as
the tool is running. In summary, image re-
sources are retrieved and the markers are de-
tected. If markers have been found and the
marker ID is known, the marker information
and the configuration will be used to create
labels. In order to not record too much si-
milar data, the operator must indicate if he
wants to record this frame and label. This as-
sumes that at least one object was detected
and labelled.
The following subchapters first explain the
camera calibration and configuration. Subse-
quently, the four previously mentioned steps
are explained in more detail.

3.1 Camera calibration and dy-
namic configuration

In this subchapter, two important points are
explained which must be given as a precon-
dition for the labelling. This includes camera
calibration and configuration.

3.1.1 Camera calibration

The camera calibration is an essential step
for this project. The labelling can only run
properly with a good calibration. An projec-
tion of three-dimensional coordinates onto a
planar image can be carried out by the so-
called pinhole camera model, which requi-
res a camera calibration [5]. In this project
the calibration was done with the AprilTags.
There are also alternative methods, such as
calibration using a chessboard.
The calibration is performed by recording a
chessboard or a board with AprilTags from
different perspectives. A batch is created from
the sum of the detected features, which is la-
ter used to calculate two matrices using the
ArUco library. One resulting matrix is the
camera matrix or the pinhole camera model,

which is responsible for mapping 3D points
on an image plane. “However, using the ide-
al pinhole model in isolation will poorly cap-
ture the dynamics of most real world lenses,
especially those with a wide field of view”
[5]. Therefore, the model is extended by ano-
ther distortion matrix that is used to correct
the lens distortion [5].

3.1.2 Dynamic configuration

The configuration of the tool defines import-
ant basic information for the application and
labelling. In order to not only provide a solu-
tion for the stackable boxes scenario, it was
defined as a requirement for the tool that the
labelling should be as dynamically configu-
rable as possible.
First, the marker family to be detected is de-
termined. Below is a list with all objects that
should be labelled by the tool. The objects
contain a list of classes, such as front, back,
left and right. Each class gets unique marker
ID as well as the marker size and the size
of the white marker border. In addition, the
objects dimensions will be defined from the
respective point of view. Since the markers
cannot always be placed in the centre of the
object, it is possible to set offsets to adjust
the distance from the center. To keep the sa-
me objects apart, they should be defined with
different marker IDs as often as needed. This
allows the tool to determine which marker
belongs to which object, even if it is of the
same type, e.g. box.

3.2 Read frame from interface
In the developed tool, an interface was used
that allows relatively simple integration of
additional cameras. The interface provides fu-
nctions for fetching RGB and depth frames.
The initialization and connection of the ca-
mera source is defined in the constructor. Ano-
ther predefined function is the one that speci-
fies how to disconnect from the camera sour-
ce. Therefore, with a few definitions, almost
any camera can be supported by the tool, re-
gardless of the resolution or frame rate of the
camera.
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3.3 Detect and interpret markers
Marker detection is the basic part of label-
ling, as it is used to derive further informa-
tion for labelling. As mentioned before, the
ArUco library was used for marker detecti-
on.
The detection is explained by [2] in four es-
sential steps, which are explained for illus-
tration in relation to figure 1. In (a) you can
see the original image for which a marker
detection is performed. The first step is the
image segmentation. Here the most import-
ant contours from the greyscale image are
segmented by means of local adaptive thres-
holding (b) [2]. In the second step the con-
tours are extracted and filtered. The Suzuki
and Abe algorithms will be used to extract
the contours from the segmented image, re-
sulting in a set of image contours (c) [2]. By
applying the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, a
polygonal approximation is performed, cau-
sing the contours that are not attached to four
vertex-polygons to be discarded [2]. After si-
mplifying the contours by keeping only the
outer contours, the result will look like in (d)
[2]. The third step deals with marker code ex-
traction. A homography matrix is calculated
and the respective tag is normalized (e) [2].
The optimal threshold value is then determi-
ned using the Otsu’s method and applied to
the image [2]. This results in a binary image
that is divided into a grid where each cell is
assigned to the value 0 or 1, depending on
the majority of pixels (e,f) [2]. If not all bor-
der regions have the value 0, an additional
analysis is aborted and the marker candidate
is discarded [2]. In the fourth step the marker
identification and error correction are perfor-
med. The aim is to check which marker can-
didates belong to the dictionary and which
are just part of the world [2]. The dictionary
is converted into a binary tree and searched
for the concatenated bits of the marker [2].
A marker candidate is valid if it was found
in the dictionary.
The interpretation of the marker IDs is per-
formed using the configuration from chap-
ter 3.1.2. A list of visible objects is created
from the object definitions of the configu-

ration and the detected markers. All further
steps are performed on the basis of this list.
If the multiple IDs of the same object are vi-
sible, such as front and left, an object with
four pages is created in this step. If several
IDs of the same object are visible, such as
front and left, this is registered in the parti-
cular object. Therefore, even if the objects
are of the same type, they should have uni-
que IDs, as mentioned in chapter 3.1.2. Up to
this point, the labelling provides information
about which objects are visible with which
classes and where exactly their reference poi-
nts (markers) are.

Figure 1: “(a) Original image. (b) Result
of applying local thresholding. (c) Con-
tour detection. (d) Polygonal approxima-
tion and removal of irrelevant contours.
(e) Example of marker after perspecti-
ve transformation. (f) Bit assignment for
each cell.“ [2]

3.4 Generate label information
Through the previous step a list of visible ob-
jects was created from the detected markers.
This chapter explains how further labelling
information is generated from these objects.
The generation of label information is per-
formed with four additional steps, which will
be explained in the following subsections.
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3.4.1 Define and inpainting

Since the markers should not be included in
the target dataset, inpainting is used to remo-
ve the markers. Inpainting enables the recon-
struction of an image area using the surroun-
ding image environment. Inpainting was im-
plemented in the tool with the Open Source
Computer Vision Library (OpenCV). For all
detected markers, the corner points were first
expanded by the white border defined in the
configuration. This was specified larger, so
that the newly defined area is slightly larger
than the original marker, see 2 (b). These are-
as were then drawn on a mask (c), that spe-
cifies where a reconstruction should be ma-
de. When choosing a range of equal size, the
white border is taken into account by the al-
gorithm. In this case this region looks like a
bright spot. OpenCV provides a few inpain-
ting algorithms, from which the Telea me-
thod was chosen because of its performance
and quality. The Telea method was develo-
ped by Alexandru Telea and described in [6].
It is based on a Fast Marching Method and
tries to reconstruct relatively fast with consi-
deration of gradient direction and photome-
try [6].

Figure 2: Illustration of the inpainting
process. (a) Detection of the marker. (b)
Resizing the detection area. (c) Inpainting
mask. (d) Result of the inpainting.

Once the inpainting has been applied, the re-
sult should look like figure 2 (d). In this step
no relevant labelling information was crea-
ted, but preparation of the image material was
made, so it can be used for machine learning.

Now the markers do not falsify the result of
the detector to be trained. In order to not was-
te too much computing power, the inpainting
is only used if the corresponding preview op-
tion has been activated via the GUI or a re-
cording is performed.
Unfortunately, this step has a weakness. If
only a small part of a marker is visible and
therefore it is not detected, no inpainting will
be performed for this region. As a result, in-
dividual recordings may occur that falsify the
dataset. Further information on this can be
found in chapter 4.

3.4.2 Estimate 3D pose

Figure 3: 3D pose estimation by projecti-
on. (a) Definition of the 3D object and the
position of the detected marker. (b) Trans-
formation of the 3D object to the marker.
(c) Result based on a real recording.

Based on the previously generated list of ob-
jects and detected markers, the 3D pose of
the object is determined. The object is first
defined in the origin using the configured si-
ze, as shown in figure 3 (a). In this case, the
origin corresponds to the centre of the mar-
ker. Therefore, the points of the front side
seen from the marker are defined with the Z
coordinate 0 and the points of the back si-
de with a corresponding negative Z coordi-
nate, since the object is located behind the
marker. The centre of the front must be the
origin itself, if it is assumed that the marker
is centred on the object. If an offset is defi-
ned in the configuration, the entire object is
transformed accordingly. Then, as shown in
b, the defined 3D object must be transformed
to the position of the marker and then assi-
gned to the image plane. For the transforma-
tion and the mapping OpenCV offers a func-
tion called projectPoints. As input parame-
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ters the function needs the points of the 3D
object, the output rotation vector (rvec) and
output translation vector (tvec) of the respec-
tive marker as well as the camera and dis-
tortion matrix. Where rvec and tvec are used
for the object transformation and the camera
and distortion matrix for the projection. The
resulting image points can now be drawn to
the image plane, as (c) illustrates.
After this step we know exactly where the
detected objects are and which pose they ha-
ve. The obtained image points are also stored
in the respective object label and used in the
next step.

3.4.3 Extract detection windows

In this step, a detection window is extracted
from the previously generated image points.
To define the detection window the first step
is to iterate through the eight image points to
find the minimum and maximum values of
the coordinates. Then the four corner points
of the detection window DW are defined as
follows.

DW = {[xmin,ymin], [xmax,ymin],
[xmax,ymax], [xmin,ymax]}

(1)

Figure 4 shows the recognition window de-
termined in this way, whereby the projected
3D pose is essentially framed.
This step is uncomplicated, because the po-
sitions of the objects is already known. The
definition of a detection window was never-
theless done, because many training datasets
only aim at a pure object detection and no 3D
pose detection.

3.4.4 Estimate distance

The distance between the camera and the re-
spective object is determined by the Euclide-
an distance. The camera position, which in
this case is the origin o = [0, 0, 0] itself, and
the tvec of the marker are required for this
calculation. Than the Euclidean distance is
calculated as follows.

distance=
√

(tvec0−o0)2+
(tvec1−o1)2+(tvec2−o2)2

(2)

If the markers and object size are specified
in millimetres in the configuration, the result
must also be interpreted in millimetres. The
distance to the objects is also stored in the
label information of the respective object.

Figure 4: Determination of a detection
window using a known 3D pose.

3.5 Create a record
Records are triggered by the operator. The
creation of a record is done by generating
a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object
from the label information and applying in-
painting on the RGB image. Recording is on-
ly possible if at least one object has been re-
cognized, so that the label contains at least
one object. Each object has a unique ID for
this recording, as well as the previously ge-
nerated label information. Among other things,
each object contains at least one visible side
that contains a class name and a distance. If
an object is positioned so that two markers
are recognized, both visible sides could be
listed here.
Subsequently, the JSON object, depth and
RGB image is stored with the same name,
but with the corresponding prefix, in the con-
figured path. The three data types are organi-
zed in three separate subfolders, so that they
are not mixed. A framework specific prepa-
ration as well as composition of the data was
intentionally left out, so that the datasets can
be used in a wide range.

4 Project result evaluation
This chapter evaluates the previously presen-
ted project. First a look is taken at the gene-
rated label information and then a practical
test is performed.
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4.1 Label information
In this subchapter the 3D pose estimation and
the derived detection window quality are con-
sidered. Subsequently, a small experiment will
show how accurate the distance estimation
is.

4.1.1 3D pose estimation and de-
tection window

The quality of the 3D pose estimation and
the detection window cannot be measured di-
rectly, because there is no reference data for
comparison. Therefore, the position is taken
in relation to the visual impression. Table 1
shows a ranking that was performed in the
context of this work. Essentially it was loo-
ked at how the camera resolution and marker
size affect the quality of the 3D pose estima-
tion. It is assumed that the configuration of
the markers and object size as well as the off-
sets were set correctly and accurately during
this evaluation. It is also assumed that the ca-
libration of the camera was done properly.
Moreover, not all variations were examined,
since the individual estimations already al-
low a good estimation of the results. The ra-
tings of the table have the meaning dash for
bad results, circle for acceptable results and
plus for good results.
As shown in the table, the resolution of the
camera has the greatest effect on the result.
At a low resolution, an acceptable result can
be achieved with a large marker, while at a
higher resolution, slightly smaller markers al-
low a good result. The best result, with an
optically very well-fitting 3D pose estimati-
on, was achieved with the resolution 1280px
x 720px and a marker size of 50mm x 50mm.
Therefore, this constellation was used for the
dataset evaluation in chapter 4.2. Since the
detection window is derived from the projec-
ted 3D pose and is therefore in a qualitative
relation, no separate evaluation was perfor-
med for this.

4.1.2 Distance estimation

This chapter examines the accuracy of the
previously mentioned distance estimation is.

The proposed setup from chapter 4.1.1 was
used for this purpose. For the experimental
setup, the camera was set to the height of the
marker, so that the distance is not distorted
by a vertical shift. To avoid distortion of the
results by a horizontal shift, the marker was
always aligned so that the center of the mar-
ker corresponds to the center of the came-
ra image. The marker was then measured in
100 mm increments, as shown in table 2 Re-
al distance (mm). It is assumed that a proper
camera calibration was performed.
During the experiment, it was observed that
the distance estimation did not show a fixed
value. Rather, this value varied from frame to
frame, so that the maximum and minimum
estimated distance were recorded. Even the
minimum andmaximum values show that the
estimate can be distorted by about one centi-
metre.
In summary, the distance estimation is qui-
te good, even if the label information is not
strictly suitable for critical applications that
need to accurately determine the distance. If
necessary, an exact determination of the di-
stance should be done by a more robust so-
lution anyway. For simpler scenarios such an
estimate is quite enough.

Table 1: 3D position estimation in the con-
text of camera resolution and marker size
Cam. resolution Marker size Ranking

640x480 px 15x15 mm -

640x480 px 25x25 mm -

640x480 px 50x50 mm o

1280x720 px 15x15 mm -

1280x720 px 25x25 mm o

1280x720 px 50x50 mm +

4.2 Evaluation of the genera-
ted dataset

In this chapter, a dataset generated by the
tool is tested in practice. This includes the
preparation of the dataset, the training of a
YOLO detector and the discussion of the re-
sults.
The stackable box problem was chosen as
the experimental scenario. A total of 449 la-
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Table 2: Evaluation of distance estimation
Real distance (mm) 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Min. estimated distance (mm) 197 298 399 498 597 698 789 890 991

Max. estimated distance (mm) 203 302 401 501 600 703 810 908 1008

Average difference (mm) 0 0 0 0,5 1,5 0,5 0,5 1 0,5

belled images were recorded for this expe-
riment using the setup suggested in chapter
4.1.1. This preparatory work took a little over
an hour. This step includes the mounting of
AprilTags, configuration of the tool and the
recording itself. This dataset contains the four
classes mentioned in chapter 3.1.2.

4.2.1 Prepare dataset

As mentioned before, the dataset is stored in
a way that is independent of the framework.
Therefore, in this step the dataset must be
transferred to the structure that YOLO can
understand. The basic definition of the trai-
ning is a fundamental task and is not rele-
vant for this paper. More interesting is the
transformation of the dataset itself, YOLO
needs the data in a folder with image and la-
bel pairs each. The image can be easily adop-
ted, but would have to be resized depending
on the configuration. However, YOLO can-
not handle the label information from the de-
veloped tool, since this framework only needs
the detection windows with the respective clas-
ses.
The required information is available in the
generated dataset, so it only needs to be par-
sed. As part of this experiment, a parser was
built that needed about three to five seconds
to parse the 449 labelled images. The pre-
paration of the dataset was therefore quick
and easy, since the JSON format is simpler to
process and the expected YOLO format does
not require any special things.

4.2.2 Training with the dataset

After the training configuration and the da-
taset preparation, the training could be done
with Darknet. With the YOLOv22 model and

2The YOLOmodels are presented in https:
//pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/.

the 449 labelled data, the training has rea-
ched an average loss of 0,28 after about six
hours of training with an Intel Core i7-6700K
and Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, which is
a pretty good result. Darknet itself aborts the
training as soon as the average loss dropped
below 0,3.

4.2.3 Training results

After the training was completed, YOLOwas
able to detect the four classes, which are sho-
wn in figure 5. In addition, an attempt was
made to illustrate howwell YOLOv2was trai-
ned. Of course, the quality also depends on
the framework itself. Since the developer’s
paper has already shown that the detection of
YOLO can provide pretty good results, it is
interesting to find out how YOLO performs
with the self-generated dataset.

Figure 5: Label definition in YOLO.

A total of 2000 frames, with 500 frames per
class, were processed with YOLO for the ex-
periment. The object was rotated, placed fur-
ther or closer to the camera and exposed to
changing light reflections during the experi-
ment. Table 3 shows the result of the experi-
ment. The detection of the front and back si-
des has achieved a pretty good detection rate.
However, as soon as the light conditions be-
came too poor, causing the object to be parti-
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Table 3: Detection results of YOLOv2
Frames with Correct Wrong Not
Front class 92,4% 2% 5,6%

Back class 93,8% 0% 6,2%

Left class 63,4% 13,88% 22,72%

Right class 50,4% 31% 18,6%

ally overexposed or underexposed, the object
could not be detected. Whereby light condi-
tions are meant, under which the human eye
already gets problems to determine the ob-
ject. The false detections occurred as soon
as the essential features of the class, the rai-
sed font on the front side and the red logo on
the back side, were not recognizable. The de-
tection of the left and right side did not per-
form this well, as these two classes are mo-
re susceptible to light conditions. The main
reasons for this are the weakly recognizable
features and indentation on the left and right
side, see figure 5 (left) and (right). As soon
as the object was slightly over- or underex-
posed, this feature could not be detected, so
that the object was partly not or incorrectly
detected.

5 Conclusion
In this paper an approach for a semi-automated
labelling tool was presented, which was im-
plemented in the context of this work. The
tool achieved a very accurate labelling result
with a camera resolution of 1280px x 720px
and a marker size of 50mm x 50mm.
The practical test using a dataset of 449 la-
belled images of stackable boxes to train a
YOLO network resulted in a fairly good re-
sult. The evaluation revealed that the marker
had to be attached in such a way that it did
not cover any important features of the class
or object. The whole procedure for creating
a detector, without an existing dataset, took
about seven to eight hours along with the trai-
ning. For this purpose, a small parser was
developed, which converted the independent
dataset structure into a structure understan-
dable by YOLO.
In the future the tool could be extended by
the approach of [4]. A detector could be trai-

ned in parallel, which also performs detec-
tions during labelling. The markers could be
used to identify false defects and simultaneous-
ly create a dataset with negative samples.
In summary, it can be said that the use of
AprilTags is suitable for semi-automated la-
belling. Scenarios such as the identification
of living creatures or other objects that can-
not be prepared with markers are not suitable
for this approach. For scenarios such as the
detection of visible sides of stackable boxes,
this approach is very well suited.
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